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Yo, Hungry Wolf! A Nursery Rap
Fans of Agnese Baruzzi's imaginative board books will
"gobble up" this lively book about a wolf whose eyes and
appetite are bigger than his stomach. In this hilarious liftthe-flap board book, a HUNGRY wolf is ready to devour
whatever animal crosses his path, with a quick "chomp,
chomp!" But when he gobbles up one creature who's a little
more challenging than he imagines, the wolf may have to
rethink his diet altogether. Children will love lifting the
flaps of this book to find out who's on the menu, and what
happens when one hungry wolf meets his match.
CLEVER POLLY AND THE STUPID WOLF by Catherine Storr has
twelve stories written for the author's daughter, who was
scared of the wolf under the bed! Drawing occasionally on
well-known fairy tales, and skillfully blending fantasy and
reality, these stories are bursting with humour, originality
and charm. And Polly, not scared at all, outwits the wolf on
each and every occasion! There is a sequel called POLLY AND
THE WOLF AGAIN, also published in the A Puffin Book series
of children's modern classics.
Christmas is almost here, and the Christmas sleepover at the
public library may be canceled because strange noises in the
library cellar have led to rumors that the library is
haunted--so Abby and her friends set out to catch a ghost.
When a hungry young wolf spots a tasty-looking animal in the
field above the river, he thinks he has found some dinner .
. . but the fluffy little lamb is more clever than he has
bargained for. Will the lamb become a tasty snack, or will
she escape the wolf's hungry jaws?
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
24 Creative Programs for All Ages
Snake Alley Band
A Happenin' Rap
The Wolf of Oren-Yaro
When Irwin Snackcracker leaves for school in the morning all he can think about is
pizza, tater-tots, and winning first place in the booger contest. He leaps down the
bannister, quickly eats breakfast before brushing his teeth and dashing out the door.
Little does Irwin know, this day will change his life. He is just one brain freeze away
from superpowers! When Irwin unexpectedly scores the last Fudgsicle left in the ice
cream cart at school, he finds out that he is no longer an ordinary fourth grader. Taking
a big bite of the delicious frozen treat transforms Irwin into "The Ice Cream Kid" who,
with a steady supply of ice cream, has the ability to run at lightning speed and talk to
animals along the way! Even though Irwin isn't sure if he wants to fight crime, he puts
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riding bikes with his friends on hold to learn how his new powers work. With his
superhero Grandpa and sarcastic side-kick, Bert the pigeon, Irwin learns to control his
powers, culminating in the ultimate showdown with Sweaty Crocker, the villainous evil
lunch lady, poisoner of children.
“If you enjoyed An American Marriage by Tayari Jones, read The Care and Feeding of
Ravenously Hungry Girls...an absorbing commentary on love, family and
forgiveness.”—The Washington Post “A fast-paced, intriguing story...the novel’s real
achievement is its uncommon perceptiveness on the origins and variations of
addiction.”—The New York Times Book Review One of the most anticipated reads of
2019 from Vogue, Vanity Fair, Washington Post, Buzzfeed, Essence, Bustle,
HelloGiggles and Cosmo! “The Mothers meets An American Marriage” (HelloGiggles) in
this dazzling debut novel about mothers and daughters, identity and family, and how the
relationships that sustain you can also be the ones that consume you. The Butler family
has had their share of trials—as sisters Althea, Viola, and Lillian can attest—but nothing
prepared them for the literal trial that will upend their lives. Althea, the eldest sister and
substitute matriarch, is a force to be reckoned with and her younger sisters have
alternately appreciated and chafed at her strong will. They are as stunned as the rest of
the small community when she and her husband, Proctor, are arrested, and in a
heartbeat the family goes from one of the most respected in town to utter disgrace. The
worst part is, not even her sisters are sure exactly what happened. As Althea awaits her
fate, Lillian and Viola must come together in the house they grew up in to care for their
sister’s teenage daughters. What unfolds is a stunning portrait of the heart and core of
an American family in a story that is as page-turning as it is important.
Jamie is human and wolf. Werewolves aren't a supernatural fairytale but a living
breathing part of society. Although even with new laws it's not easy. Race relations and
gay rights have shown struggles for acceptance. Add another species and it's a totally
different world. Rob serves in a special police task force on wolf / human cases. He sees
it all: fights, murders, and parts of human / wolf interaction people would rather ignore.
Rob meets Jamie at a club, unaware the man is a shifter. But interspecies relationships
are not on Rob's to-do list. When a case involving werewolf kidnappings lands on Rob's
desk, Jamie seems at the center. Can Rob relinquish his prejudices and keep Jamie
alive?
This is the adventurous tale of curious emu who changed the lives of emus everywhere
when he lost the power of flight to a crafty serpent. However, he discovered his
remarkable ability to run. An indigenous animal tale with folkloric elements, this book
explains why emus can no longer fly higher than any other bird in Australia.
The Three Little Pigs
A Red-Riding Hood Story From China
A Story from North America
Clever Polly And the Stupid Wolf
Red Riding Hood

This Caldecott Medal-winning, classic retelling of Little Red
Riding Hood is one of the most celebrated picture books of our
time. With characteristic flair and energy, award-winning artist
Ed Young illustrates the ancient Chinese version of the favorite
fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood. Young's vibrant, yet
delicate, pastels and watercolors add drama to the deftly
translated story. ? ''A gripping variation of Red Riding Hood.
This is an outstanding achievement that will be pored over again
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and again." —School Library Journal, starred review
'Intimate and epic' Evan Winter 'An action-packed plot and deep,
vivid world-building' Melissa Caruso 'Intricate, intimate and
intensely plotted' Nicholas Eames 'They called me the Bitch
Queen, the she-wolf, because I murdered a man and exiled my king
the night before they crowned me.' Born under the towers of Orenyaro, Queen Talyien inherited a deeply divided kingdom,
devastated by years of war. Her marriage to the son of a rival
clan was meant to herald peace, yet her fiancé disappeared
before their reign could even begin. Now, years later, Talyien
receives a message that will send her across on the sea. Yet
what was meant as an effort to reconcile the past leaves her
stranded in a land she doesn't know, with assassins at her back
and no idea who she can trust. If Talyien is to survive, she
must embrace her namesake. A wolf of Oren-yaro is not tamed.
Further praise for The Wolf of Oren-Yaro: 'Deeply compelling and
wonderfully entertaining' Josiah Bancroft 'A powerful new voice
in epic fantasy' Kameron Hurley '[A] remarkable tale of non-stop
tension, action and betrayal' Publishers Weekly (starred review)
'Balanced on a blade's edge between intrigue and action' Gareth
Hanrahan
A take-off, in rap style with dogs as characters, on the story
of a girl with long hair who is imprisoned by a witch.
On her eighth birthday Betsy takes the Shepherds' Oath and is
determined to be the best shepherd in Bray Valley history. Any
wolf who tries to eat her sheep had better watch out. But Zimmo
is no ordinary wolf—he's a hungry wolf, with a plan! In her
first picture book, Newbery Honor author Gail Carson Levine puts
her own spin on a traditional tale, while Scott Nash brings a
comic sensibility to this hilarious retelling. The result will
tickle, delight, and even leave readers with a moral or two, or
three....
The Haunted Sleepover
Patches the Cat
Little Red Riding Hood
M.C. Turtle and the Hip Hop Hare

"Listening to My Body is an engaging and interactive picture book that introduces
children to the practice of paying attention to their bodies. Through a combination
of story, and simple experiential activities, it guides them through the process of
noticing and naming their feelings and the physical sensations that accompany them
so that they can build on their capacity to engage mindfully, self-regulate and
develop a deeper sense of well-being."-The shepherd boy shouts "Wolf!" when he gets bored. What will happen when a
real wolf comes?
'Granny isn't feeling up to snuff today, ' says Red Riding Hood's mum, so Red
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Riding is on her way to the other side of the woods with a tasty custard pie in tow that will cheer Granny right up. But, suddenly, an irresistably charming wolf
appears and insists that Red Riding Hood be escorted to her granny's. Can you
guess what happens next
When a hungry young wolf spots a tasty-looking animal in the field above the rive,
he thinks he has found some dinner....but the fluffy little lamb is more clever than he
has bargained for. Will the lamb become a tasty snack, or will she escape the w
I Am So Clever
Deadly Spiders
Watch that Ends the Night
Shattered Secrets
The Care and Feeding of Ravenously Hungry Girls
When the Shhh-BOOM, Shhh-BOOM, Shhh-BOOM of the snake band begins to sound a little monotonous,
Snake suggests adding Frog's cha-BOP, or maybe Cricket's chew-up chew-up.
Yo, Hungry Wolf!A Nursery RapYearling Books
Retells the familiar tale in which one of three brother pigs survives a wolf's attacks by using his head and
planning well.
Patches seems to be sleeping too much on the job. Some of the friends accuse her of being lazy. But when
they hear noises coming from Patches's box they learn why she has been so tired! Aligned to Common Core
standards and correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
Jack and the Bean Pie
Listening to My Body
The Hungry Wolf
Family Storytime
Betsy Who Cried Wolf

Feared, revered, honored, and hated at various points throughout history, the gray wolf
has always seemed to provoke strong responses. By the twentieth century, human beings
had killed or driven off wolf populations throughout most of the animal’s historic range.
With the coming of the conservation movement, though, the wolf’s bad fortune began to
improve. People came to understand the key role that the predator played in the habitats
in which it lived and began wolf reintroduction projects. Readers will learn about the
animal and its behaviors, as well as the efforts to bring the wolf back. Highly informative
and likely to appeal to animal lovers.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: The Big Bad Wolf is hungry, but he just can't get near
the three Little Pigs. One night he has a wicked plan—to build his very own robot pig and
trick the Pigs into walking right into his house, just in time for lunch!
Presents twenty-four participative programs for library storytimes, featuring a mix of
picture books, poetry, music, and movement activities; each with lists of alternative
material that fits the theme.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Jack is very poor but an expert at making bean pies.
One day he meets a very hungry giant, who, luckily, does not like the taste of people.
Saving the Gray Wolf
RAPunzel
If Chippy Was Your Dog
Emu and the Water Tree
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Flying Creepy Crawlers

In this book, early fluent readers will learn how the gray wolf came back from the
brink of extinction. Vibrant, full-color photos and carefully leveled text will engage
young readers as they learn more about the animal's habitat, diet, behaviors, and
current status, as well as how conservation efforts helped these animals make a
comeback.
One night, Bigwolf comes home with no food. The three little wolves have to go to
bed hungry. The next day they go and look for food on their own...
A smart, snappy, bilingual retelling of Little Red Riding Hood Winner of a Pura
Belpre Honor for Illustration While Roja picks flowers on the way to her
grandma's, a mean wolf sneaks away with her cape to surprise Abuelita. But
Grandma's no fool and Roja's no ordinary chica. They send that hungry lobo
packing with a caliente surprise! This spirited retelling of Little Red Riding Hood
has accessible Spanish rhymes and fresh illustrations, with hip cultural details
throughout.
A perfect sharing book for your toddler -- with clever cut outs showing how two
friends can be happy enjoying things they want together. ★ A Kirkus Best Book of
2020 ★ An ABC Best Books for Young Readers selection ★ "Sharing is caring, and
this small gem of a board book is a delight to share with little listeners." --Kirkus
Reviews, starred review When two rabbits want the same carrot, how can they
decide who gets it? When two monkeys want the same banana, what are they to
do? The answer becomes clear when you turn the die-cut pages to find the answers
underneath in this clever concept book from a board book master. This adorable
and interactive book is the perfect way for young children to learn the importance
of sharing--both the things they crave and the time of others. "Many of us struggle
all our lives with this concept. The brilliant Yusuke Yonezu, master board book
creator, shows toddlers (and grownups) how it's done." --Maria Russo, Editorial
Director, mineditionUS
Remarkable Birds
Little Roja Riding Hood
Sharing
Are you there, wolf?
The Boy Who Cried Wolf
Hip Hop Hare challenges M.C. Turtle to a race along the city streets in this rap
version of "The Tortoise and the Hare".
The big bad wolf is hungry and on today's menu is Grandma, with Red Riding Hood
for dessert. But no one is home at Grandma's house, only a nightdress lying on the
bed. The wolf puts on the nightie and sets off to see what he can catch dressed as
Grandma. Here comes Red Riding Hood. She looks clever, but the wolf knows who
is smartest . . . Yet this little girl is not so easily duped. And the wolf finds
unexpected hazards in wearing a frilly petticoat in the deep dark woods.
Flying insects hold one of the great keys to survival: wings. And there are winged
insects buzzing, flitting, and soaring all around us. Take a close-up look to see
how the hummingbird hawk moth dodges predators as it feeds, how honeybees
dance to show where food-rich flowers are, and how an emperor dragonfly can
see—and fly—in all directions. You'll meet all kinds of incredible creepy crawlers
with impressive flying techniques, from master-builder wasps to the always pesky
mosquito. It's enough to make you wish you had wings too!
George and Catherine Stewart share not only the burden of Catherine's heart
disease, which could cause her death at any time, but the memory of Jerome
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Martell, her first husband and George's closest friend. Martel, a brilliant doctor
passionately concerned with social justice, is presumed to have died in a Nazi
prison camp. His sudden return to Montreal precipitates the central crisis of the
novel. Hugh MacLennan takes the reader into the lives of his three characters and
back into the world of Montreal in the thirties, when politics could send an idealist
across the world to Spain, France, Auschwitz, Russia, and China before his return
home.
Raber Wolf Pack Book One
The Big Bad Wolf and the Robot Pig
A Very Hungry Wolf
Yo, Hungry Wolf!
Saving the Endangered Gray Wolf

Meet some of the most interesting birds on Earth, and learn about their
remarkable abilities—from elaborate nest-building and singing to logical
thinking and language skills. Discover how these fascinating birds and others
use their smarts and skills to thrive in diverse environments.
A retelling in rap verse of "The Three Little Pigs, " "Little Red Riding Hood, "
and "The Boy Who Cried Wolf."
A retelling in rap verse of "The Three Little Pigs," "Little Red Riding Hood," and
"The Boy Who Cried Wolf."
With their unique ability to spin silk that is stronger than steel, spiders make
cunning traps as well as beautiful webs. This book brings you up close to these
brilliant engineers, aerial acrobats, and super-successful predators. Discover
the trap-door spider that can pull 38 times its own weight, the diving bell
spider that lives its whole life in water, the bird-dropping spider that is a
master of disguise, and more! Learn some fascinating secrets about the
world's most interesting—and deadly—spiders. You'll never look at your eightlegged friends the same way again!
A Nursery Rap
Lon Po Po
A Tale from Mexico
A Guide to Helping Kids Understand the Connection Between Their Sensations
(what the Heck are Those?) and Feelings So that They Can Get Better at
Figuring Out what They Need
Chronicles of the Wolf Queen Book One
Once upon a time, a little girl went to visit her poorly grandma
on the other side of the deep, dark forest. Discover what
happened when she met a big bad wolf ...
"There will come a time in our world when greed, power and
wealth will overrule good judgement, and packs will be
destroyed." In the blink of an eye, everything can change,
altering life as we know it forever. Zara was happy and
carefree, until receiving her gift from the heavens. Her world
tilts completely on its axis when she faces torture at the hands
of a person meant to love her. Forced into a life of servitude,
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she's left only a shell of her former self. Lifemates are a gift
all their own. A powerful link that can't be broken. Zara
crosses paths with Xavier, Alpha of the Raber Pack, and the one
time playboy finds himself drawn to the broken woman. As their
connection flares to life, he grows determined to unleash the
spitfire she hides within. Little does Xavier know that in
finding Zara, he's ignited a flame that could destroy everyone's
lives...
The Ice Cream Kid: Brain Freeze!
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